Hanson “Takes a Walk” with students

Band visits to raise awareness about poverty and AIDS

By Chris Russell
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Students attend “Take a Walk” with Hanson at the Campanile to walk barefoot and help raise awareness about poverty and AIDS around the world. The event was sponsored by GT H.E.R.Os and One, a charity that is closely affiliated with U2. By Chris Russell

GT Coming Out Week supports LGBT community

By Chris Russell

Students walking down Skiles this week might have noticed a bit more color than usual. For most of the week, students in white and plum shirts stood next to a wildy painted, closed door surrounded by brightly-colored balloons and passed our flyers stamped with pictures of cows and pink triangles. This Technicolor display was set up by the Georgia Tech Pride Alliance to advertise for their annual event, Coming Out Week, an event the organization hosts annually to advocate for and educate the public about lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans gender (LGBT) issues. According to Ryan Epp, second year EE and president of the Pride Alliance, the event is typically hosted around National Coming Out Day, which occurs every Oct. 11 but, due to Homecoming, was postponed, so the events associated with didn’t collide with each other.

The week kicked off Monday night, with a presentation by Dr. Suzann Lawry, a psychiatrist who works extensively with the LGBT community on the state of marriage in the United States.

Lawry’s presentation spanned a wide range of topics, covering everything from a brief history of the gay rights movement in the U.S., from facts combating stereotypes of gay couples, to the rights that gay couples lack in comparison to straight couples and the importance of legalizing gay marriage.

Lawry first presented several reasons arguing for the legalization of same-sex marriage from both a social and economical standpoint.

When not protected by marriage, gay couples (and their children) don’t receive many tax benefits straight couples do and can’t claim social security or veterans benefits upon the death of their partner. Moreover, she mentioned gay couples having to deal with issues such as a lack of input in critical medical procedures, lack of child visitation rights for split couples, and the lack of federally-protected time off from work to take care of an ill loved one. Lawry said, “We’ve learned from history that, by default, separate is not equal. Being gay doesn’t cause pain. Discrimination causes pain. Oppression causes pain.”

Lawry then presented several slides on stereotypes often associated with being gay and combating common beliefs about the quality of gay relationships. She mentioned studies that organization known for donating a pair of shoes to children in need for each pair of shoes sold, to assist with events like this.

In a phone interview, Zac Hanson said, “We felt the walks were a way to do something real, to experience something that’s action-oriented: being present and taking off your shoes for something that’s affecting our generation.”

The events are largely targeted at ending extreme poverty and lessening the plight of AIDS.

The goal is to provide access to clean water, shoes, anti-viral drugs and medical technology to those who need them, as well as building schools.

Hanson said he and his brothers felt TOMS epitomized how people could give back. He points to the fact that TOMS is a company, not a charity but still manages to help out.

Hanson said, “It’s a way to help out without quitting and being a non-profit. They just decided that, from day one on, they were going to give back.” Hanson, along with others, have grown in this involved in this kind of activism early; inspired by a company from their hometown of Tulsa, Okla.

Hanson said, “It goes back a few years. We were originally inspired by some guys known as TOMS.”
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In early October the Sustainable Endowments Institute released its College Sustainability Report Card. The report card grades universities on their efforts to improve energy efficiency and dedicate sufficient resources to environmental issues. This year Tech earned a “B,” the highest grade yet, thanks to the initiatives undertaken by Tech’s Office of Environmental Stewardship and student organizations like Students Organizing for Sustainability (SOS).

The only two categories of the report card where Tech didn’t earn an “A” were in endowment engagement and student involvement with “proxy wars” with the companies other schools may be investing in, as she indicated the report card more directed toward.”

Earning Tech an “A” in the student involvement category of the report card, SOS’s current major projects in sustainability are the bike rental program (which will soon go into action with 70 donated, student-repaired and re-assembled bikes) and zero-waste campus dining through composting and recycling.

Since last March, Tech’s Sustainable Food Committee — including Fry, Sodexo officials, and campus administrators — meet to collaborate on reducing food waste, purchasing local foods and improving the sustainability of dining options on- and off-campus.

“We’re meeting with representatives from Coca-Cola for a round table discussion soon regarding our concerns with plastic bottles, especially water bottles, on campus,” Fry said. SOS has initiated a strong anti-bottle campaign to reduce the waste of both plastic and money. Vending machines on campus sell 20-ounce bottles of water for $1.50 ($9.60/gallon), whereas tap water costs on average only a fifth of one cent per gallon ($0.002) as well as avoiding plastic waste. SOS strongly encourages everyone to use reusable bottles, like the free mugs distributed by the dining halls.

Fry pointed out that student involvement is one of the most important issues of sustainability, as nearly all the sustainability initiatives by SOS and administration hinge on student interaction.

“We have these great recycling bins all over the place. One example is the management building, where there are three or four bins on every floor, with individual bins for paper, cans, plastic bottles, newspaper and trash,” Fry said. “Yet I’ll look into the trash can for one of the students generally want to recycle, but the slight inconvenience of the effort is the main deterrent. If a trash can is closer, that’s where the used soda can will likely go.”

Sustainability awareness is SOS’s mission, and this mission is directly aimed at students through initiatives like recycling and the Campus Supported Agriculture (CSA) program.

Dozens of students are members of CSA, which orders fresh, local, organic, family farm food such as produce, vegetables, cheese, milk, pasta, and meat (Fry is a big fan of the apples). Members can order as often as they like or subscribe to a regular share.

Each box of assorted foods lasts about a week depending on how many people eat from it. A regular “farmer pick box” for about two people is $20, a large box for three to four people is $30, and a custom box costs an additional packing fee of $4, annual registration for CSA is $25.

SOS meetings are open to all of Tech, and Fry strongly encourages people to come. Students can also be involved in discussions with administrators, Sodexo and even Coca-Cola when they meet on Nov. 16 to discuss plastic bottle use.
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Amos Guiora, Professor of Law at The S. J. Quinney College of Law, University of Utah, visited and lectured at Tech on Oct. 27.
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other guest speaker, Jeff Mackenzie, a member of Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG) and father of a lesbian daughter. Mackenzie discussed how being a straight ally has changed over his lifetime, and why combating prejudice amongst older generations is so difficult.

Mackenzie said, “People of my generation had our values instilled in us by the previous generation, whose attitude was, ‘There are no gay people and, if there are, they’re all perverts.”

Mackenzie describes PFLAG as a support group that’s open to anyone in the community, but mainly geared towards helping parents with homosexual children accept their lifestyle.

Mackenzie said, “[I’ve] seen parents come to their first meeting sobbing and weeping because they believed their son or daughter was going to burn in hell. Then, six months later, I’ve seen those same parents marching in a pride pa- rade.”

Mackenzie’s presentation was followed by several students’ sto- ries about friends and crushes coming out to them, as well as several attendees’ stories about how they got involved in LGBT rights in the first place.

Early Wednesday, the Alliance hosted a similar event, but with more focus on how people in positions of authority—particularly professors, TA’s and RAs—can help homosexual students who come to them with problems they’re having. Epp described this Safe Space training session as, “a training session for how to be an effective ally and what to do if people come to you with issues they are having trouble with.”

Later that night, the Alliance hosted an alumni panel, where a handful of gay alumni discussed what it’s like being out after col- leege.

Epp said, “It was an interest- ing experience, listening to people who have been in our shoes be- fore, and seeing what kind of ex- periences they’ve had since they entered the workforce.”

The counseling center helped out by hosting a Coming Out Workshop on Thursday. Austin Lawry, second year IAML major, public relations chair of the Alli- ance, and daughter of Dr. Lawry, attended the event last year. Lawry said, “It was really nice, in that it wasn’t aimed just at gay students, but also was about how to be receptive to friends coming out to us.”

Lawry said a major part of the event was how students could handle each part of the coming out process. “We tackled each of the different kinds of coming out. We talked about coming out to friends, coming out to your par- ents and family, and coming out to your colleagues and cowork- ers,” Lawry said.

It was about what is the right time to come out to, how to be calm about it and how to be under- standing of the feelings of the person they come out to.

Thursday night, the Alliance did things a bit differently than in the past. Normally, there is a discussion of homosexuality in the Bible, but this year, the Alli- ance expanded the topic to cover attitudes towards homosexuality in several different religions, with particular focus on Christianity, Islam and Judaism.

The Alliance’s next major event is their annual charity drag show in the spring, though they host several awareness drives and smaller events throughout the year.

According to Epp, for every month when there isn’t a major event, the Alliance will typically have two days where they try to raise awareness and support for LGBT issues.

Topics covered in the past have included the military’s Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell policy and the fact that in several states, Georgia includ- ed, it’s still legal for employers to be fired over sexual orientation.

The Pride Alliance will also be marching in Atlanta Pride march this weekend at Piedmont Park, as a happy accident placed the Aten- ta Pride Festival right at the end of Tech’s Coming Out Week.

Students attend “Being Out After College Discussion Panel” during coming out week, the week offered support to LGBT students.
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from our hometown that developed some medical technology and software for cell phones that would be a convenience in this country, but a lifesaver overseas.”

The band’s interest in Tech’s walk was due partly to fortunate timing—they were touring in the area—but the band says that technology is something they see having more and more of a role in global activism.

Hanson said, “More and more, technology is giving [everyday] people a louder and louder megaphone than they’ve ever had, or, in some cases, the first megaphone they’ve ever had.”

According to Hanson, the company in question designed software for cell phones that allowed patients to keep in touch with their doctor at a moment’s notice, allowing them to get medical advice in areas where modern medicine isn’t readily available.

On campus, the event was largely spearheaded and organized by Ali Kim, second-year Mgt, Sharad Gopal, second-year EE, and Maysa Nassereddin, second-year CE.

After hearing about Hanson’s activism during a trip to Washington D.C., Gopal was contacted by TOMS about being a campus rep for Tech.

TOMS then contacted him about hosting an event with the band on campus. After running into a bit of trouble over a non-chartered organization hosting the event, GT H.E.R.O.s joined, and the event was set.

When asked what the event was all about, Gopal said that the focus was letting people who normally couldn’t help out get involved.

Gopal said, “A lot of people are really passionate about helping Africa, and a lot of them want to help, but they just don’t know how.”

In addition to recruiting students, the organizations hosting the event also recruited a great deal off-campus, so Tech students weren’t alone in their walk. Gopal expected somewhere between 120 and 150 participants.

Gopal toyed with the idea of chartering a TOMS Shoe’s campus organization for a while, but is now on the fence. He is now leaning more towards chartering a campus branch of One, a charity organization with the similar goal of eliminating poverty and strong ties to the band U2.

Those interested in learning more can visit the Take the Walk website at takethewalk.net.